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In the beginning the Lord God planted a garden of pleasure in
which he placed the man he had formed.z

,-f\hus for those who were piously moving toward Christ, the

I appearance of the body, which could be seen, opened the way for
I recognizing the divinity, which lay hidden. So also the eye of

rational intelligence is led by the hand to an understanding of the truth of
divine wisdom in the form of mysteries and mystical figures. This means

I See Omnia OperaY,574-79.

' See Genesis 2:8. The idea is that "paradise," when understood in a

spiritual and tropological sense, maybe taken to be the soul in which Christdwells.
This idea may be found already in the writings of the Patristic authors. See e.g.,
chapter 3 n. 12 of Ambros e, De parad.iso in Saint Arubrose, Hexameron, Paradise, and
Cain and Abel, trrtslated byJohn J. Savage, FC 42 (New York: Fathers of the
Church,Inc., 1961),294:"Paradiseis,therefore,alandoffertility,thatis,tosay,a
soul which is fertile, planted in Eden, that is, in a certain delightful or well-tilled
land in which the soul finds pleasure." See also Collation 17 ,n.5 inCollations on

the Six Dayq translated byJos6 de Vinclq The Works of Bonaventure V, (Paterson,
NJ: St. Anthony Guild Press, 1970),253 "For the soul is a paradise in which
Scripture is planted, and it has marvelous aspects of sweetness and beauty.... The
soul is a garden in which there are sacramental mlrsteries and spiritual meanings,
where a fountain of spiritual outpourings gushes forth, but it is enclosed, and the
fountain is sealed up, for theyare notvisible to the impure, butto thosewhomGod
knows to be his." In his cornmentary on Luke 23:43 Bonaventure provides many
interpretations of paradise, e.g., garden of delight; heavenlyhomeland; religious
life. See St. Bonnuentu.re's Commentary 0n the Gospel of Luke Chapters 17-24,
introduction, translation and notes by Robert J. Karris, WSB I/I.nn (Saint
Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 2 004), 2 I 64 - 6 6.
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that the invisible wisdom of God could not have become known to us if it
had not conformed itself to the forms of the visible realities which we
know by means of a likeness, so that through these it could signify for us
the invisible realities which we do not know, as the Apostle states in
Romans 1:20: "Since the creation of the world, the invisible realities of
God have become known through things that were made." And blessed
Dionysius wrote in his book on the Angelic Hierarchies: "It is not
possible," he said, "for the thearchic raf to shine forth in any other way
except in as far as it is surrounded anagogically with a vriety of sacred
veils, and according to us, prepared by the providence of the Father in a

way that is familiar and connatural.'* The sacred veils are the mystical
descriptions found in Holy Scripture.s Through these, the divine ray is
circulated and obscured so that, from our perspective, that which is
obscured to such an extent that it seems to be a kind of darkness to us is,
in reality, an illumination. And what seems to us to be a circular
movement is in fact an elevation and a revelation of super-mundane
mysteries.6

2. It is by means of these sacred veils and s)rmbolic likenesses
which deal with the primordial realities of Sacred Scripture that the

3 See Collation 3 n. 3 2 in C ollations on tbe Six Days,S 8: "This radiation of
divine power, coming down upon the heavenly hiereaichy, enlightens it, and
through it, sheds light upon the ecclesiastic, or subheavenly hierarchy. . .. Then, in
the order of increasing freedom, this radiation leads us back to heavenly
contemplation, and later, to the superheavenly."

a Seechapter 1, n. 2 of The CelutialHierarcby.SeePseudo-Dionysius:Tbe
CompleteWorks,translated byColmLuibheid (NewYork: Paulist, 1987),146fora
translation from the original Greek "Of course this ray never abandons its own
proper nafure, or its own interior unity. ... And it grans to creatures the power to
rise up, so far as they may, toward itself and it unifies them by way of its own
simplified unity. However, this divine ray can enlighten us only by being
upliftingly concealed in a variety of sacred veils which the Providence of the
Father adapts to our nature as human beings."

5 See Collations 13 and 14 in Colktions on tbe Six Days, 183 -21 5, e.g.,
Collation 13 n. 2 on 183 -84: "Now this vision (of the third day of creation) is

concerned with three things, the spiritual meanings of the senses, that is, the'sense,'
the sacramental syrnbols, and the manifold interpretations that are drawn from
them. AII of Scripture may be reduced to these three."

6 Cf. Part V, chapter 6, n. 8 in Breailoqaiunt, introduction, translation
and notes by Dominic V. Monti, WSB D( (Saint Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan
Institute Publications, 2005), 196: "This fervent desire, just like a fire, not only
makes our spirit ready for the asceng but also, by a certain learned ignorance, it is
carried beyond itself into darkness and ecstasy.... No one knows this nocturnal and
delightful illumination but the one who experiences it, and no one experiences it
except through grace divinely given . .. "
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planting of paradise is proposed for consideration. As there are two parts

in the earthly structur€, namely heaven and earth, so its dwelling place is

rwofold, and the hierarchy with which it is adorned is nvofold. And so

there is a twofold paradise, namely a heavenly one and an earthly one.

Concerning the heavenly one, the Apostle says: "I know a man in Christ
who, fourteen years ago, whether in the body or out of the body I know

not, God knows, who was aken up to the third heaven. I know that this

man, whether in the body or out of the body I do not know, God knows,

was taken up to Paradise and heard secret words which it is not allowed

for man to speak."7 What is said in Ecclesiasticas 44:16 is to be

understood to refer to the earthly paradise: "Enoch pleased God and was

taken up into paradise so that he might give wisdom to the nations."8

3. In accordance with this double, literal meaning of paradise, the

understanding of it is likewise twofold, in harmony with the

understanding of the spiritual and the tropological interpretation. For just

as the heavenly paradise in the soul is said to consist of the excessive

fullness of sublime contemplation, so the earthly paradise is found in the

humble, recollective sweetness of devotion. It is because of these two

dimensions that it is said to the spouse in The Song of Songs 4:12-13:

"My sister, Dy spouse is a garden closed, a garden enclosed, a founain
seaied up. What "o-.t 

forth from you is a paradise of pomegranates with
the fruits of the orchard."

If, indeed, the Spirit of truth, who asserts nothing superfluous in

the Scriptures, repeats the same matter twice, as it clearly does when it
declareslhat the soul, which can rightfully be called a "spouse" is likewise

a paradise that is named both as heavenly and as earthly, it follows that it
is earthly because of the abundant irrigation coming from outpourings of
wisdom in the green plants of fruitful growth, fruits that are both sweet

and beautiful; and it is heavenly because of the super-splendid

illuminations and the super-mental and mysterious excesses.e Itis because

of these that the Apostle said that he was first taken up to the third
heaven, and then taken up into paradise since first the soul is opened to a

vision of the brightness of the heavenly lights, and then it is drawn up

into the excess of the most sweet refreshment.

4. And since the splendid lights of truth are precursors to the

excessive consolations of charity, the contemplative mind, adorned as it is

7 See 2 Corinthians 12:2-4.
8 Ecclesiasticus 44:16 reads: "Enoch pleased God and was taken up into

paradise so that he might give repentance to the nations."
e Cf. Collation 18, n. I in Collations on tbe Six Days,267 -
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with the brightness of the heavenly lights, is symbolized,by that bright
woman about whom John, that great man of insights, speaks in a very
significant \ray in Revelation 12:1: "A great sign appeared in the sky, a

woman clothed with the sun, and with the moon under her feet, and on
her head a crown of twelve stars." I say, this "woman," that is, the mind
filled with divine gifis and holy virtues, is said to be "clothed with the
sun," because of the contemplation of the most blessed, vibrant, splendid
and glowing Trinityl0 and because of the soul itself, giving life to its
memory, illuminating its intelligence, and inflaming its will, taking itself
up and trans{otming itsel{, and in this way c\othing and adorning itself.
And since it is made to be similar to the eternal sun, it is appropriately
described as being of the sun's species. Ecclesiasticts 26:21 attests this:
"As the sun, when it rises to the world in the high places of God, so is
the beauty of a good wife for the ornament of her house." I say, "this
woman" is described as having the moon under her feet because,

despising worldly and animal wisdom as empty and stupid, she casts it
aside.lr She is properly compared to the "moon," because her
changeableness is mixed with darkness, in accordance with Ecclesiasticus
27:12: "A holy man remains in wisdom like the sun, while the foolish
man is changed like the moon."

5. This sort of mind is rightly seen as a crown adorned with
twelve stars, since to view that eternal sun unceasingly with inte[ectual
eyes is supremely delightful and desirable to the highest degree. But
when it is united with corruptible flesh, it cannot be totally devoid of
temporal changes because of changing affections and phantasms.r2
Therefore, as that visible sun does not always reside in the same

constellation but travels in a circular manner through the constellations in
a rycle of nvelve years, so with this kind of soul, it is necessary for the
sake of contemplation that it never depart far from the splendors of the
eternal light, and that it be flooded with all the lights of created beings.
This image of nvelve stars is reduced to a group of twelve. And it is like a

t0 See Collation 2I n. 2 in Collations on the Six Days, 3 19: "The Eternal
Sun, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, is alive, resplendent, and warming.... The
Father is the most lively light, the Son the most beautiful and bright splendor, the
Holy Spirit the most ardent heat. As the real sun imparts life, light, and heat to all
things, so do these three."

11 Cf. James 3: 1 5: "This is not the wisdom that descends from above. It is
earthly, animal, devilish. "

t' See paragraph 15 below.
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crown,r3 so that gazing on and contemplating "the Lord's glory with
unveiled faces, we are being transformed from glory to glory into his very
image by the Lord who is the Holy Spirit."ra

6. And the first star is like the clear consideration of bodily
natures; the second, of the spiritual substances; the third, of the
intellectual sciences; the fourth, of the affective virtues; the fifth, of the
divinely instituted laws; the sixth, of the heavenly infused graces; the
seventh, of irrevocable judgments; the eighth, of incomprehensible
merciesl the ninth, of merits worthy of rewardl tenth, of rewarding gifts;
eleventh, of the militant orders; twelfth, of the triumphant armies, both
of the angels and of the blessed human beings. And so, since there is
such a varied multiformity of lights, it is not without reason that it is
praised by the daughters ofJerusalem. In their person, the Holy Spirit
says in The Song of Songs 6:10: "Who is this that comes forth like the
dawn, beautiful as the moon, splendid as the sun, and awe-inspiring as an
army in battle arcay?"

7. Moreover, one must take great care for the soul that is soaring
in this manner lest, in these circular movements, the lights of worldly
wisdom might become a darkness that obscures by reason of curiosity.
This is very much like the way in which the moon, while traveling in
the zodiac, moves from the head to the tail of the dragon,ts that is, into
the joy of presumption, which is the head of the spiritual dragon, or
degenerating into the deceit of error, which is the tail of the dragon. The
gaze of contemplation is interposed between the radiant beams of the

t' See Collation 22 n.40 inCollations on tbe Six Days,36l: "And because
in this life we cannot remain [intent] upon any one objecg therefore the soul has
twelve mafters like rwelve stars around which it always moves as in a circle, as the
sun runs through the twelve constellations, that is, the twelve signs [of the zodiac]
and never goes outside [of them]. These considerations adorn the soul. Wherefore,
they are like a crown of rwelve stars, to wit, the considerations of bodily natures,
spiritual substances, intellectual sciences, affective virtues, divinely instituted laws,

divinely infused graces, irrevocable judgments, incomprehensible mercies, merits
worthy of reward, rewarding gifts, periods of time, eternal reasons."

'a See 2 Corinthians J:18.

's See Collation 22 n. 4l-42 in Collations on the Six Days, p.362: "And
note thatthe moon suffers an eclipse in thehead or in the tail of the dragon....The
name dragon is used because of the circle, as if it were holding its tail in its
mouth.... Likewise, the contemplative person is eclipsed twice, and he falls
shamefully, and often dangerously, in thathe hardly rises up again.Andnowonder,
because he falls from high. He may fall, indeed, through error or through
presumption, becoming luciferian. He falls from the light into homible darkness.
He may fall, likewise, through an error of estimation which arises from
presumption when he believes that he possesses everything through revelation."
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eternal sun and the sharpness of mental acuteness. For in this way the
rational intelligence suffers a spiritual eclipse similar to that of the
deceitful Lucifer when he fell from the heavenly light into the infernal
darkness, moving from eternity into time, from truth into falsehood, from
love of the other into love of the self, and thus from wisdom into
foolishness. Nonetheless, an exalted wisdom departs from those who are
similar to the people about whom the Apostle writes in Romans l:22-25:
"Although they had a knowledge of God, they did not glorify him as God
or give thanks, but they became vain in their thoughts, and their
senseless minds have been darkened, for, while professing that they
were wise, they made themselves fools. ... They transformed the truth of
God into a lie, and they worshipped and served creation rather than the
Creator, who is blessed forever, God. Amen."

8. Since the purpose of the present work is not to instruct the
wise and the prudent, but rather to offer them an occasion for thinking,r6
and in particular, for the little ones our intention is to open some
understanding for them, or rather, to stir up affection in them, L

descending movement is made from the illustrations of the heavens to
the plants of paradise. For as the sublimity of contemplation with its
s\Meet delight renders the soul conformed to the heavenly paradise, so the
humility of devotion plants the earthly paradise over again in a salutary
way. And in as far as the heavenly bodies of light are the many causes of
earthly developments, so also in a spiritual sense the splendors of
knowledge and the sweet tastes of delights descend in a marvelous way
from the heavenly hierarchy into the sub-celestial level not onlythrough
the ministry of the angels, but also through the Word Incarnate and fixed
to the cross. But since as uncreated, the fount of wisdom on high is
consubstantial with the Father, nevertheless, as united with the flesh and
born of the Virgin, he is the Tree of Lifel7 for those who truIy believe in
him, hope in him, and love him. And the Spirit of truth and of grace has

16 Cf. Proverbs 9:9: "Give an occasion to thewiseperson, andwisdomwill
be added to him. Teach a just person, and he will make haste to receive it." Also,
Proverbs 1:4: "That resourcefulness may be imparted to the simple, to theyoung
knowled ge and understanding. "

17 See Collation I n. l7 inCollations on tbe Six Days, p.9: "Hence the
Word expresses the Father and the things he made and principally leads us to
union with the Father who brings all things together. And in this regard he is the
Tree of Life, for by this means we return to the very fountain of life and are revived
in it." See also Part IV, chapter l, n. 4 in WSB D(, 1J 5: "Therefore, it was most
fitting for our redemption that the Word became incarnate. And so, just as the
human race came into being through the (Jncreated Word and sinned byfailing to
heed the Inspired Word, so it would rise from sin through the Incarnate Word."
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planted himself in us, and he has planted us in himself, according to what
is said in Ecclesiasticus 24:41-42: "Like the river Doryx, and like an

aqueduct I flowed out of paradise. I said: I will water the garden of my
plants, and I will drench the fouit of my meadow." For the Holy Spirit
first waters us with grace,l8 and finally floods us with gIory. And as now
he plants us together with himself through grace, so he will plant us

again through the gift of glory, according to what the Apostle says in
Romans 6:5: "If we have been planted with him through the likeness of
his death, so shall we be through a likeness to the resurrection."

9. Therefore, the first and principal plant in the paradise of the
human mind is the Word Incarnate and crucified, Jesus Christ, namely
the Son of the living God, who, planting himself together with a thief,
that is, with one who believes in him, who confesses him, and who dies

with him on a cross, he generously says: "This day you will be with me
in paradise. "re After the iext with which this reflection began, there is a
signal addition for the mystical meaning: "From the earth, the Lord God
produced all kinds of beautiful trees, pleasant to the sight and sweet to
taste. And the tree of life was in the middle of the garden; and the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil was there."20 Even though the life-giving
fruit of this tree of life was offered to humans to eat principally as a way of
restoring their life-giving fluid,2r still - in order to-assistlt - other trees
were produced in the circle of the tree of life. Because of the variety of
fruits having many forms of beauty and taste, men and women could have

avoided that disgusting thing which usually happens when they turn to
only one reality and find there that pleasure which should arise from

r8 Bonaventure also interpres Ecclesiasticus 24:41-42 in his
interpretation of the six days of creation. See Collation 1 7 n. 5 in Collations on tbe

Six Days,253-54: "For he waters bymeans of blood, with which he sprinkled the
book and all the people. He also waters through the Holy Spirit flowing from
him."

le See Luke 23:43.

'o See Genesis 2:9.
21 In Latin this phrase is humidum radicale or "the root or original

moisture of a thing." See RoyJ. Deferrari, ALatin-English Dictionary ofSt.Tharnas
Aqainas (Boston: Daughters of St. Paul , 1986),47 1. See also Book II, d. 19, a. 2,t2
of Bonarenture's Sentince Commentary in Omnia Opera2:468: "With regard to the
objection that the tree of life would restore the bumidum radicale, it has to be said

that even if the tree of life would sufficiently restore the hamidum inrhe bodies of
human beings in their original state ofnature, itwould never restore it in the state

of their lapsed nature without some diminishment taking place. And thus although
it would conserve the body longer, nevertheless at some p ointthe humidumradicah
would run out and the bodywould come to dissolution."

205
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variety and from being renewed in the knowledge of spiritual reatrities
through the experience of the many forms ofsense-realities. And in this
way, Christ Jesus - and this one as crucified - can sufEce for the devout
soul, according to the rwelve fruits which that most blessed tree of life
constandy offers, as is clear from what has already been said. But to avoid
disgust and to provide solace for this type of soul, God proposes yet other
materials for mediation22 like fruitful rrees by which the devotion of the
human mind can be nourished and exercised in many ways. Thus it
comes to rest at last in that one fruit of that tree and enjoys it with
delight.

10. Therefore, you who are devout and spiritual, if you are not
strong like an angelic and hierarchic person,23 that is, like one reflecting
on the heavenly beams of light that radiate a brighrness to be taken in by
strong eyes, then at least be like an animal or a child, as you mediate step
by step, thinking over; meditate by chewing over, and by chewing, savor
the various tastes of the fruits coming from the trees - those things that
the multiform wisdom of God has implanted in your hearr, as it were, in a

garden of paradise so that the saying of the Spouse can rightly be applied
toyou: "My sister, flI spouse is a garden closed.... Whatcomes forth
from you is a paradise of pomegranates with the fruits of the orchard.."za

11. I say: Pay attention to the fact that the wisdom of God comes
in many forms. Radiating in a circle, as it were, in rwelve forms of
spiritual illustrations, it implants in you the roots of twelve trees; that is,
the material of twelve spiritual reflections, enlightening you inwardly
through internal spectacles, and externally through vestiges, illuminating
you from above by the higher promises, and illuminating you from below
through the eternal torments, illuminating you from ahead through the
commandments, illuminating you from behind through judgments,

" SeeCollation 18 n.2 and7-9 inCollations onthe SixDays,268,27O-
71. See also the Prologue to Bonaventure's LignumaitaeinOpera Omnia 8:68-70.

'3 See Chapter IV, n. 4 in ltinerar ium Ment is in D eam,Latin text from the
Quaracchi Edition, newEnglish translation by Zachrry Hayes, introduction and
commentary by Philotheus Boehner, WSB 2 (Saint Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan
Institute Pub lications, 2 0 0 2 ), I 0 I - 0 3 : "\4/hen these things have been accornplished,
and our spirit has been brought into conformitywith the heavenlyJerusalem, it is
ordered hierarchically so that it can ascend upward. For no one enters into that
city unless that city has first descended into the person's heart by means of grace, as

John sees inhisApocalypse.Itdescends into the heartwhen our spirit has been made
hierarchical by the reformation of the image, by means of the theological virtues,
the enjoyment of the spirirual senses, and the ecstasy of rapture; for it has been
purged, illumined and brought to perfection."

2u See The Song of Songs 4:12-13.
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illuminatingyou on the right by gentle comforts, illuminating you on the
left by severe blows, illuminating from nearby with the assistance of
fellow citizens, illuminating from a distance with the attacl<s of enemies,
illuminating publicly with the gifts of grace, illuminating secredythrough
the symbolism of figures.25

12.If you recognize all this in faith, reflect on it, and think it
over with devotion, you will truly become t garden of delights,
flourishing with the growth of many seedlings that are t*ly planted and

nourished by the very wisdom of God. If together with all these things,
the fruit of the tree of life is preferred, and the eating from the
knowledge of good and evil is avoided, this is the curiosity to know with
the desire to excel26 and the wish to take delight which, at the suggestion
of the ancient serpent, leads one to prefer the speculations of inferior
reason to those of higher reason, as if it were poured from the woman
into the man, this is to be more carefully avoided. For if one carelessly
attributes divine knowledge to the serpent so that in this way one desires
to know rather than to savor, to be known rather than to be nourished, to
glory in fame rather than to enjoy the fruit, then immediately there is

born a fearful desire which brings disorder and lays bare, through which a
death-sentence is incurred. And with the loss of the divine likeness, the
soul becomes like a beast because of its transgression. It is not worthy of
being refreshed by the salutary fruit of the tree of life, and it is cast out
from paradise.2T

" See Collation 17 n.9-12 in Collations on the Six Days,256-57:
"scripture enlightens from inside by the multiplication of internal spectacles....
From outside [it enlightens] through extrinsic examples.... Again, Scripture
enlightens from above by means of divine promises.... Likewise, [Scripture]
enlightens from below by showing forth the torments of hell.... It enlightens a

prioii by means of directive precepts, and a posteriori by means of strict judgmens;
from the right bymeans of dangerous satisfactions; and from the left bymeans of
sweet or benign punishmens."

26 See Collation 18 n. 3 in Collations on the Six Days,268-69: "To eat of
the tree of life bymeans of these enlightenmens is to be sustained, so that a person
seeks nothing but the intelligence of truth, the mood of piety, and the enjoymentof
sweetness, that is, the solace of contemplation. But when a person forgets these

things and delights in the pursuit of inquisitiveness, he only wants to know; and out
of thls is born the arrogance of vanity when he looks down upon other people. . ..

And in such a way true life is taken away from man, as occurred with Adam, or
rather, with the woman who was inquisitive and wanted to be like God."

27 See Collation 19 n. I in Collations on the Six Days,283 -84: "If wewant
to come over, we mustbe the children of Israel who passed over from Egypt Butthe
Egyptians did not pass over; theywere drowned. Those alone come overwho focus
theii whole attention on how to pass from vanity to the country of truth. Adam
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13. And it should not seem absurd to anyone that, in our
reflections, the consideration of hellish torments and punishments should
be-placed_ among the trees of paradise as though one were introducing
hell or the citizens of hell within the context of paradise. For even
though the state of paradise in no way allows the pr.i.rr"u of the evil of
guilt or punishment - neither for those on earth nor f,or those in heaven
- still a consideration of this contributes in a limited degree to asting the
sweetness of ineffable mercies and the pleasantness of inscru-table
judgments both for those on earth and for the Blessed. .,The judgments
of the Lord are true and iustified in themselves and more desirable than
gold and precious stones and sweeter than honey and the honeycomb.,,28
But isn't it better for devout souls to taste ChristJesus, and him cr.trcified,
than it is to believe and consider themselves to have been liberated
through him from the tyranny of heinous enemies and the eternal
punishments of hell? This is in accord with what the prophet sings: ,,I
will praise you, O Lord my God, with my whole heart, ,rrd I will glorify
your name forever; for your mercy is great toward me, and yo,, hrrrl
rescued my soul from the depths of the nether world.,,2e

14. Therefore in contrast to these rwelve considerations, there
are six antithetical or principal counter-positions by which t}e soul is
turned to interior realities, superior realities, anterior realities, things to
the right, things near, and equally public. For example, as it first of *
knows itself, then it knows the glory for which it ii created. Third, it
knows the way by which it is to move to that goal. Fourth, it knows the
comforts by which it is refreshed. Fifth, it knows the strengths by which
it is defended. Sixth, it knows the gifts with which it is adorned.3o

passed over from truth to vanity.... For as long as vain, transitory, passing good is
1g""{,-man is_'passing ov€r.'And such prssing over Wisdo- rlprorrEr]... H"
(Lucifer) was thrown first by sin, then by the judgment Adam did the same: after he

Ir.d.Sfu_qop 4. tree of life, he hid.Indeed, hJsawhimself denuded of all good
habits. Wherefore he was thrown out of Paradise."

28 See Psalm l8:10-l l.
'e See Psalm 85:12-13.
30 See Collations 17 n. 8, 26 and 18 n. 1 3-25 inCollations on the SixDays

for a more extensive treatrnent of this matter. See e.g., Collation l7 n. 8 on ZS 5-i6:
"Noy, out of Scripture there comes forth a certain light or illumination in the
mind and also in the imagination, so that there see.ns to be no going out [of
Paradise] {or the wise when he considers twelve aspects: inside, ootside ,id aborr";
below, before and after; right and left; from the opposite and in a circle; fromafai
and from close by. " On 5 7 8 n. 4 of Opera OmniaV the editors of this work observe:
"Tl,r" teaching found in n. 14- 16 is given a more exrensive treatrnenr in a different
order in CollationlT n.8, 25 and Cbllation l8 n. I 3-25 inrheCollations ontbeSix
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Among all these, \re place the consideration of itself in the first
place, for the intellectual eye3r is born first of all to view itself. The
Spouse points this out in The Song of Songs l:7 when it reveals that the
soul, in its desire to contemplate sublime matters, turns its consideration
back on itself. And it says to the one searching with desire: "Show me,
you whom my soul loves, where you pasture your flock, and where you lie
down at midday." With a rebuke he responds: "If you do not know, O
rnost beautiful among women, go out and follow the footprints of the
flocks and pasture your young ones near the tents of the shepherds."32 It
is as if he said: 'olf you wish to know me, first begin with yourself, you
who have been made in the image and likeness of the Trinity."33 And so,

from a consideration of itself, the soul is lifted up to the divine, and
through the promised rewards, it is led to the precepts from which it does

not depart. To it are shown the comforts, strengths, and gifts which are

heavenly inspired.

15. It is true that, since the mind is frequently weighed down
with phantasms, it is not able to fix its mental eyes on these things with
desire. Therefore, six other considerations are proposed by the adversary,

so that one who cannot remain within himself turns to external realities.
The person who cannot look upward to the highest realities descends to

Days. Bttthis is done in such a way that it seems that the same author of these two
minor works is freely utilizing his own material rather than a strange author
slavishly using someone else's material."

31 Elsewhere Bonaventure calls "the intellectual eye" "the eye of reason."
See Chapter ffi, n. I in WSB II, 8l: "Therefore, enter into yourself and recognize
that your mind loves itself most fervently. But it cannot love itself if it does not
know itself. And it would not know itself unless it remembered iaelf, for we do not
grasp anything with our understanding if it is not present to us in our memory.
From this yousee, not with the eye of the flesh, but with the eye of reason, that the
soul possesses a threefold power." For "the triple eye," see Part II, Chapter 12 n. 5
in WSB D(, 98: "For this triple vision, human beings were endowed with a triple
eye, as explained by Hugh of St. Victor: the eye of flesh, the eye of reason, and the
eye of contemplation; the eye of flesh, to see theworld and what it contains; the eye

of reason, to see the soul and what it contains; and the eye of contemplation, to see

God and those things that are within God."
3' See The Song of Songs l:7 .

33 See Chapter III, n. I in WSB II, 8l: "Therefore, in this third stage, as

we leave the outer court and enter into ourselves, we should try to see God through
a mirror, as it were, in the holy place - namely in the area in front of the tabernacle.
It is here that the light of truth shines like the light of a candelabrum upon the face

of our mind in which the image of the most blessed Trinity shines in splendor."
This is treated also in BookI, d.3, p. II, a.l and Book tr, d. 16 of Bonaventure's
Sentence Cornmentery.
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the depths. The person who cannot look forward to that which lies ahead
is terrified by the past. The person for whom the divine comforts have
no flavor at least fears punishment. The person who pays no attention to
the assistance of his fellow citizens fears the insults of enemies. And in
the case of the person who, like an animal, is unable to envision the
spiritual gifts, let him ar least speculate on sensible signs as sacraments
that are proposed externally.34 And like the movement of the morning
and evening stars in the hemisphere of our mind,3s and as God created
and adorned this sensible world in six days, so he illumines and adorns
the rational soul with six movements of illusuations.3u So it is that after
the sixth day it might be located in paradise where, having been brought
to rest and quiet by contemplation, it is led to the secret of a spiritual
marriage. Truly, here lies hidden a richness that is multiform and
spiritual, filled with the inestimable delights of paradise like the treasures
of wisdom and knowledge.3T

16. Furthermore, so that one might rest more securely in the
intimacy of Christ Jesus crucified, the twelve illuminations mentioned
above are proposed not only as rrees that give shade but also as a truly

ra See Chapter II, n. 12 in WSB [,,79: "For every crearure is bynafure a
kind ofcopy and likeness of that eternal Wisdom. ... And in a most special way this
is done by those wtrich it has pleased God to institute as a sign but which a.e sigrs
not only in the ordinary sense but also are known as sacraments. " See Collation 1 1

n. l3 in Collations on the Six Days, 164: "But every creature proclaims the eternal
generation, and the twelve modes of generation we find in treatures express and
represent it."

35 For Bonaventure's use of this same metaphor see Collation 20 n. 9 in
Collations on the Six Days,304: "He wants to say that when the sun itself is gazed
upon, this sarne sun so announces what is about it and within it, and rises on the
hemisphere of our mind in such away, that 'at noon it scorches the surface of the
earth, and who can bear its fiery heat? "' Bonaventure cites Ecclesiasticus 43:3 atthe
end of this passage.

36 Concerning the six stages by which one comes to the day of rest, see
Chapter VI, n. 7 and Chapter VII, n. 1 in WSB tr, 130-35.

" Cf. Colossians 2:3. Concerning the delights of paradise, see BookII, d.
23, a.2, q.3 of Bonaventure's Sentence Catnmentfrry. See Omnia Opera 2:542-47
where Bonaventure discusses the quality of Adam's knowledge before the Fall. It
was not an immediate knowledge such as the knowledge in glory will be. See
especially 545: "Now in the state of innocence and of fillen nature God is seen
through a mirror, but in a different manner, for in the state of innocence God is
seen through a clear mirror because the cloudiness of sin was absent in the soul. But
in the state of miseryGod is seen through amirror obscured bythe sin of the first
human. And therefore, God is seen now'through a mirror in an obscure way.''For
an enigma is, as Augustine says in Book XV of his On the Trinity, an obscure
similitude."'In brief, it was a "knowled ge per speiulum,but, non in aenigmate."
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defensive armor, and as a protection for the couch of the peaceful

Solomon. For when the previous twelve illuminations are related to the

five spiritual senses, they lead to the number ti*ty.'u Indeed, with this

number of strong persons, it is fitting to encircle the room of the

contemplating soul which now, after the discovery of the spouse, already

rests with him in intimacy, according to what is said in The Song of
Songs 3:4-52 "I have found the one whom my soul loves. I have taken

hold of him and will not let him go until I bring him to the home of my

mother and into the chamber of her that bore me. I adjure you, daughters

ofJerusalem, by the gazelles and hinds of the field do not disturb and do

not arouse the beloved one until she desires it." And since s\ryeetness

comes with tranquility, The Song of Songs continues: "'Who is she that
goes up by the desert like a pillar of smoke from the aromas of myrrh and

frankincense and of all the powders of the perfumer?"3e And since a firm
and secure guard must accompany this tranquility of soul and sweetness of
joy, Tbe Song of Songs 3:7 -8 adds: "Behold sixty strong ones of the most

strong of Israel surrounded the bed of Solomon, all holding swords and
most skilled in battle."

Therefore, having put away the works of darkness, "let us put on

the arrnor of light and walk becomingly as in the day,'ffi and we will be

able to pause sw€etly and securely in the nights of internal quietness.4'

Amen.

38 The number sixty signifies perfection. See Question 55 in Saint
Aagastine, Eigbty-three Dffirent Questions,translated byDavid L. Mosher, FC 70
(Washington-, DC: Catholic University ofAmerica Press, [982),97:"Thenumber
1 0 can sifnifir universal knowledge. If 10 refers to the inner and intelligible things
which ari signified by the number 6, this results in 10 x 6 which is 60. If 10 refers
to earthly and corruptible things which are signified by the number 8, the result is
10 x 8 which is 80."

3e See The Song of Songs 3:6.
4 See Romans l3:t2-1 3: "The night is far advanced. The day is at hand.

Let us therefore lay aside the worl<s of darkness and put on the armor of light. Let
us walk becomingly as in the day, not in revelry and drunkenness, not in
debauchery and wantonness, not in strife and jealousy."

ar See Part V, chapter 6, n. 6 in WSB W-, 19 4: "For twelve, the number of
abundance, suggests thewealth of spiritual gifts tasted and enjoyedbytheholysoul.
Such a persori-is suited for contemplation and for the mutual beholding and

embracing of Bridegroom and Bride, as this takes place by means of the spiritual
senses. Ttien the sub-lime beauty of Christ the Bridegroom is seen, insofar as he is

Splendor; the highest harmony is heard, insofar as he is Word;- tle_greatest
r*".trr"s is tasted, insofar as he is the Wisdom that contains both Word and

Splendor; the most sublime fragrance is smelled, insofar as he is theWord breathed
into the heart; the greatestdeli[ht is embraced, insofar as he is the IncarnateWord,
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who dwells bodily amongus and gives himself to us to be touched, to be kissed, to
be embraced, through a most fiery love that lets our mind pass over from this w oild,
through ecstasy and rapture to tbe Father."


